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Water Conservation and Efficiency
for Building Operators
Article contributed by Brenda Cervantes, Project Specialist for Water and Energy Programs, Lane Community College, Eugene OR.
Are all the sprinklers in good
condition? Have they been
maintained properly? When
was the last time you did
an audit on your irrigation
system? What kind of plants
are in your landscape and
are they appropriate for
your climate? How healthy
is your soil? Yes soil! Good
healthy soil holds your water
better and keeps your plants
healthier, resulting in less
water use.

You are a facility professional and you focus on the
energy used in your building.
You always consider how to
make sure your systems are
working efficiently and saving
energy. Your organization is
hoping to be more energy
efficient. How can water help
with that?
Do you ever think about the
amount of water it takes to
flush a toilet or when you turn
on the faucet how that water
gets to you? Most of us take
it for granted that the water
is there, and we don’t think
about how it gets there. It’s like turning on the
light switch, right? Well it does take energy to
move anything whether it is the wheelbarrow
full of soil or a gallon of water from its source
to the faucet. So, let’s talk a bit about how to
use water more efficiently, which will not only
save on energy, but also extend the life of
pumps and other equipment.
Which areas use water in your facility?
Bathrooms, kitchens, HVAC systems, cooling
towers, landscaping, and more are all waterconsuming, and sometimes in substantial
amounts. There are a lot of opportunities

So, let’s talk about some of
these, starting at the bottom.
for saving water and energy at the same
time, and there is a lot to look at when
you begin to think about it. In this summer
season, this article will focus on the outdoor
area, your landscape.
Many of our buildings are sitting empty or
at minimal occupancy with the current
COVID crisis. While this may seem like a
time when water is not being used, it is
likely the water bill is reflecting otherwise.
You probably have landscaping on the outside of the building, and it is summer.
So how efficient is your landscape?
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Soil

• This is the single most important
element that can reduce the need for
irrigation. The topsoil needs to be
healthy. Often during construction,
the top layer of soil is removed, and
if this is the case you will need to build
up your soil.
• Plants need less water and maintenance
when healthy, which reduces the
workload.
• Studies show that many of the components of healthy/loamy soil help plants
fight disease.
(Continued on page 2, see WATER CONSERVATION)
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You can earn 1.0 maintenance
point towards your BOC
credential renewal by taking
a quiz on the material in this
Feature Article on page 12.

BOC BULLETIN FEATURE
WATER CONSERVATION (Continued from page 1)

• Loamy soil reduces the need for fertilizers and reduces runoff of water, improving water quality in the local watershed.
• Healthy soil promotes a beautiful
landscape.
So, working on your soil is a good investment. If you are implementing a new
construction project, then now is the time to
work with the landscape architect to make
sure they are incorporating native and waterwise planting schemes.
If you already have an established landscape,
below are a few tips to incorporate in the annual maintenance of your landscape.
• If you need to replace a plant or a lawn
area, this is a good time to put in more
water efficient plants and add some
good compost to work on the soil
health.
• Mulching your plants helps to conserve
water and adds organic matter to the
soil. You can also use the fall leaves to
put in beds and around trees or bushes,
to add nutrients to the soil.

application that will reduce your water use.
Try some clover and daisies, for example.
Some of the plants you choose will build
your soil and there are many combinations
that are low maintenance and require less
work. For more information see the
resources below.
https://www.epa.gov/watersense/
what-plant
https://www.epa.gov/watersense/
landscaping-tips

Irrigation System

The Irrigation Association, educators, irrigation consultants and certifying Boards have
developed a set of standardized guidelines
for performing an audit of a landscape
irrigation system. There are some typical
measurements and documentation that are
completed which can help you understand
where efficiencies can be achieved. These
could include the following: system pressure,

meters and types, operating schedules (time
of day or night, seasonal, weekly), overall
condition and leaking/maladjusted heads,
types of controls, area of irrigated land,
maintenance schedules and types of landscape. Find local specialists and reach out
to your local water utility for resources. The
EPA WaterSense website has a lot of good
information to support you in your efforts in
(Continued on page 12, see WATER CONSERVATION)

Plants

Now that you know how to help your soil,
let’s look at your plants. In many parts of
the country, lawn is not an option anymore.
Water usage in summer months is reduced
or not allowed. Water efficient landscaping
is promoted. You need to run your irrigation system at optimal times (early morning
or late evening) and consider your plants’
water needs. Maybe look at ground cover
instead of a traditional lawn. A meadow-like
lawn, with a softer, less uniform look than a
conventional grass lawn can be a good
option. There are some nice mixes for this
BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION NEWSLETTER
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BOC GRADS

BOC Grads Making a Difference
It is important to keep our mechanical
systems running correctly and efficiently.
This specific retrofit reduces electricity
consumption, improves overall system
performance and lowers life cycle costs.
We chose this project because we want to
lower energy use and we want to keep the
building running as smoothly as possible
so that service isn’t interrupted.

Rebecca Arellano
Name and Title, what year you
attended the BOC, and a little
about your work background?
Rebecca Arellano
Sustainability & Facilities Coordinator,
Maloney Properties
BOC 2019-2020
I am a Sustainability & Facilities Coordinator
with a focus on sustainable practices and
reduction of energy use (carbon emissions)
in the real estate sector.

Where do you work currently and
what is your favorite thing about
your job?
I work at Maloney Properties. Being able
to work toward reducing climate change
alongside awesome colleagues and under
great female leadership is my favorite thing
about my job.

Energy-Savings Project
We’ve done lighting, weatherization
and VFD circulator pump retrofits with
Paradigm Energy Services at Bethany Hill
in Framingham, MA since completing
BOC training.

The project was started in January 2020 and
completed in February 2020. Paradigm is
great for quality, timely installations.

Did your employer encourage
BOC training?
Yes, my employer was very supportive in
encouraging me to take BOC training.

How did the BOC training
influence the decision to do
an energy efficient project?
It reinforced the importance of energy
efficiency and validated our path to get
there. I also learned new tricks and tips to
improve how I understand and approach
energy efficiency. Our BOC teachers reiterated the importance of running systems
correctly (commissioning) and different
ways to reduce energy consumption with
retrofits being a great avenue to do so.

Good for all Building Operators
Including Women
We need more hard-working women to enroll in BOC classes and get involved in maintenance! This class was a great experience
that I recommend for all building operators.

Chris Hanson
Name and Title, what year you
attended the BOC, and a little
about your work background?
Chris Hanson
Lead Engineer, Unico Properties
BOC Course October 2019 – January 2020
I have been in the industry for over 15 years,
starting with residential properties, transitioning to mixed-use and commercial while
in Des Moines, IA. I relocated to Denver 3
years ago and began as a building engineer
with Unico Properties at the Writer Square
property and moved up to Lead at the 1660
Lincoln building (aka Lincoln Center). My
favorite thing is the variety. Every day is
different and there is never a dull moment.

What energy savings project
have you completed since you
completed the BOC training?

AFTER

BEFORE

I have been able to rework the BAS/HVAC
schedules to split the building into two major
zones to cut back on the hours of operation in the winter to reduce the early morning pre-heat time on the upper zone from
1.5-2 hours down to 15-30 minutes. The initial
driving force of this project was actually a
BOC class project in which I had measured
and tracked an area of the 14th floor that had
some history I had already begun to address.
The solution tied in very nicely with the overall
HVAC operations and allowed the overall
reduction of operating hours while getting
the problem zone up to temp at the same
time. This project was started in November
and I completed the assessment and major
adjustments in February.

How did the BOC training influence
the decision to do an energy
efficient project?
Energy efficiency has always been near the
front of mind for me. The BOC class helps
(Continued on page 4, see BOC GRADS)
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BOC GRADS
(BOC GRADS Continued from page 3)

me to better understand how to calculate
savings and facilitates better cost-benefit
analysis when determining which project
is worthwhile in a given circumstance.
The benefit of the additional insight is that
I am better equipped to sell a capital energy
savings project, or work it into the annual
R&M budget.

Any other thoughts?
The BOC courses are great material for
gaining additional industry and energy
saving insights that I will carry with me and
build upon for the rest of my career. I would
encourage anyone able to take the course
to do so!

Jeannie Troxel-Stover
Name and Title, what year you
attended the BOC, and a little
about your work background?
Jeannie Troxel-Stover
Energy Efficiency Education Program Manager
I educate children, adults and senior adults,
about new ways to save energy and share
our EE programs for them utilize and lower
their monthly bills.

Jeannie Troxel-Stover with 5th grade class.

I also enjoy hosting the BOC class each
year, the students are from all over the state
and they share their concerns and their
knowledge with each other and many have
new friends they can confide in for future
references on EE questions. We are able to
offer teacher grants for EE items they can
use in the class room and sponsor up to 2
4 teachers a year Energy Efficiency training
to share in the classroom. We find creative
new ways to engage our customers and
families with new night concepts/ideas.

How do you implement your
training?
I work mainly on sharing Energy Efficiency
by offering the BOC class for commercial,
working with schools and government
entities to share our EE offerings with their

Every year I also host at least one BOC class
for our commercial and industrial clients to
teach them ways to cut cost for their
companies. I promote residential and
commercial offerings that are made
available thru OG&E.

I enjoy teaching and sharing our programs.
Helping others is my daily goal. My moto:
Lord, make me a blessing to someone today.

Did your employer encourage
BOC training?
OG&E is proud to be a sponsor of BOC
and I am thrilled each year to host and
participate in it.

How did the BOC training
help you?
Since I have taken the BOC class, I better
understand how to promote it to our industrial partners and share the importance of
the knowledge they will receive.
The BOC class is a refreshing, fun way to find
ways to cut cost for any company.

Become more efficient, and do more
for your growing business.

Where do you work currently
and what is your favorite thing
about your job?
I currently work in Oklahoma and travel
all over the state to work with schools,
organizations and companies to share our
programs. My favorite part of my job, is
reaching children that are from low income
areas where we are able to partner with the
Thunder and put on an Energy efficiency

members. We work with any organization
that wants to share in assisting customers,
friends, members etc. Through OG&E and
this Education program we are able to share
a program called Livingwise with 5th graders
in our service territory every year.

basketball camp. The families are enrolled
in our EE programs and the kids get to
learn about basketball from qualified
coaches. This is an opportunity the children
might not have received otherwise and the
family gets help in lowering their monthly
bills. It’s a win, win.

Solutions for Every
Business

Do More with Your Energy

Help the Environment

Incentives and Rebates

Visit Eversource.com for details
Proud Sponsor of

#1 Energy Efficiency
Provider in the Nation
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Q&A

Q&A with BOC Instructor
How did you become involved
with building operations and
energy management?
I was an active duty civil engineering officer
for the Air Force for my first 9 years out of
college. I spent my first four years in the
Air Force at Grand Forks AFB, ND in various
roles overseeing the design, construction,
and operation of facility mechanical
systems. While there, I had many questions
about the mechanical systems we dealt
with that I could never seem to get
answered. I wanted to learn more and help
others learn more as well. Luckily for my
next assignment, the Air Force provided me
the opportunity to go get a master’s degree
in architectural engineering. I attended
University of Colorado Boulders’ Building
Systems Program. While there, I focused my
studies on HVAC control systems and the
energy savings potential that the improved
operation of HVAC systems provides. Upon
graduation, I got sent to the Air Force
Institute of Technology to teach continuing
education on facility mechanical systems
to facility operations personnel across the
Department of Defense.

When and how did you hear
about BOC?
Since I left active duty, I have been at
Questions & Solutions Engineering out
of Chaska, MN working as a commissioning engineer. Our founder and president,
Rebecca Ellis, has taught with the BOC for
years. About a year into working at QSE,
Rebecca encouraged me to apply to be an
instructor as she knew I enjoyed teaching.

What is your area of expertise
in the field?
I am fascinated by HVAC control systems.
They are very complicated and often
misunderstood systems. While teaching
for the Air Force, I developed a 5 week,

Miles Ryan
online course on the topic for members of
the Department of Defense. The process of
developing that course forced me to learn
the topic well, and since joining QSE I am
given opportunities on a near daily basis to
work on such systems to help improve our
clients’ HVAC operations.

hard to improve the both the performance
and energy efficiency of your building until
you understand how it was intended to operate. Such a narrative may not exist, in which
case you may need to do some investigation
or even bring in a temperature controls
contractor or commissioning engineer to
help make sense of how the system is best
to be operated. Without knowing how the
system was intended to operate, you truly
are flying blind.

How do you like to spend free time?
I am married with three kids, the youngest
of which is only 5 months old. It is a busy
stage of life. With what little free time I have
these days, my primary hobbies include
racing triathlons and duck hunting.

What do you see as the greatest
challenge to facilities operations
and maintenance in your particular
field or to facilities management
in general?
Facility systems are getting very complicated. There is an endless amount of system
configurations out there, each with their
own unique way of intended operation.
This lack of consistency can be daunting
to facility operators. Training facility operators through programs like BOC, but also
at the end of projects which result in the
operators inheriting a new or renovated
system, is vital.

Is there anything that surprises
you when you teach BOC classes?
No surprises really. I enjoy meeting the
students and hearing about their specific
issues during the breaks. I hope my advice
helps them zero in on the root cause of the
issues they are seeing in their buildings.

Do you have any
best practices or
tips you’d like to
share?

Miles Ryan providing instruction at the Air Force Institute of Technology.
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Sequences of Operation for your building’s
HVAC systems. This is
a narrative explanation
of how your systems are
to operate. It is pretty
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SPONSOR HIGHLIGHT

SPEER Steps up with Remote BOC Course
The South-central Partnership for Energy Efficiency as a Resource

While the Coronavirus has made things
a bit more difficult, this July the Southcentral Partnership for Energy Efficiency
as a Resource, SPEER, will offer their first
remote BOC course. The twenty students
that will be participating in the course will be
City of Austin employees from a number of
different departments, including Parks and
Recreation, Building Services, Austin Public
Library, and Austin Water. This training is
being offered at no cost through the
Bloomberg Philanthropies American
Cities Climate Challenge.
Austin is one of the
25 winning cities in
the Climate Challenge, which is helping
cities set and surpass
ambitious climate
goals by ramping
up action in the
two highest-emitting sectors in cities:
transportation and buildings. Jermain
DeFreeze has worked with several City of
Austin departments, and is currently working
for Austin Water where he is building an
energy management program. He became
involved with energy efficient initiatives in
2008. Austin Resource Recovery (formerly
Solid Waste Services) began looking for
opportunities to reduce the cost of operating their sites. This prompted Jermain to
look at the energy and water usage and
measure it against other organizations of
similar size and scope.

Downtown Austin, TX.

He became familiar with the BOC program
from a colleague who was in partnership
with Austin Energy (AE) regarding waste
and energy management. After reading the
BOC brochure, he enrolled in the program.
AE sponsored students throughout the
City of Austin. Jermain has continued to be
a supporter of the BOC program and has
promoted the training to his colleagues by
explaining its versatility and the financial
benefits of implementing an energy and
water management program.
As Jermain states, “Whether you are a
frontline employee or a senior manager,
the information provided and taught can
facilitate energy and water resource
management and efficiencies throughout
your organization.” During the economic
downturn of 2008, while Jermain was
working for the Austin Resource Recovery,
the energy management program reduced

Thank you!

The BOC Program would like to acknowledge Pacific Gas
& Electric Company’s Workforce Education and Training
team for its support and encouragement of online delivery
of the BOC Program. With PG&E’s support, the BOC
program recently wrapped up delivery of a hybrid Level I
BOC Course to an audience in the San Francisco Bay Area, part of whom
were on site and part of whom attended via a livestream option. PG&E was
instrumental in helping develop processes and documents to ensure a positive
experience for all participants. This pilot has been scaled to offer BOC through
an online delivery model nationally.
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energy usage by 100,000kwh and water
usage by 2,498,100 gallons per year. With
shrinking budgets and access to technology,
reducing energy and water consumption is
still achievable!

POWER
your profits
With Idaho Power’s energy
efficiency programs, your
business can earn incentives
on upgrades that will save you
even more in the future.
Building with or installing
efficient equipment is good
for your customers, employees
and your bottom line!
See how easily you can save:

idahopower.com/business
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TECH HORIZONS

Make the switch: more resources available for
transition to high-efficiency smart pumps
Pumps keep American businesses running.
They’re critical to nearly every commercial
or industrial building across every business
sector. But they’re also one of the most
energy-intensive and therefore costly
systems for building owners and operators.
Luckily, there has never been a better time
than now to consider installing energysaving, smart pump technology which can
translate into major cost-savings thanks to
substantially lower energy use and less
long-term maintenance. New data continues
to show the efficiency of smart pumps and
new resources can help building operators,
managers and engineers easily find the
products that would work best for their
own facilities.

the Hydraulic Institute’s easy to read Energy
Rating labels, which allow users to see how
much energy a product consumes compared
to others on the market. The higher the
energy rating the more efficient the pump.
Easy formulas on the labels can
also help organizations calculate the cost-savings they could
see by choosing that product.
Visit the Hydraulic Institute
for a closer look at making the
business case for sustainability.
Along with building operators
and managers, public utilities
also use the Energy Ratings to
inform and manage their incentive and rebate programs.

Those resources include the Energy
Rating Program database by the Hydraulic
Institute which announced in April that its
database of energy rated pumps has grown
to more than 9,400 products. According to
the institute, which is a nonprofit industry
organization that sets standards for pumps
and pumping systems, the database is the
largest resource in North America where
building operators and facility managers
can find and compare pump technologies
that save substantial energy and money for
any commercial or industrial setting.

Smart pumps which are systems
that combine a pump, drive
and integrated controller, often
achieve an Energy Rating of
50 or more, meaning they have
the potential to save at least
50 percent on energy costs.
They are able to do so, thanks
to integrated sensors that continually monitor demand. When
demand is low, the pump automatically reduces motor speed
and flow – reducing energy use
substantially. Traditional pumps continue
at a pre-programmed rate no matter the
demand – wasting money.

The products in the database have all been
tested in 3rd party-certified labs and have

The ability to monitor demand in real-time
may be even more valuable as many businesses now manage the slow return of their
workforce, tenants or other occupants back
into commercial buildings following govern-

Provided by
Hydraulic Institute

ment stay-at-home orders due to COVID-19.
Many of those buildings may never return to
their daily capacity and energy demand prior
to the pandemic.
Smart pumps allow building operators to
optimize energy use, reducing cost. The
benefits will also go beyond efficiency and
savings. Many consider smart pumps easier
to install and have far less maintenance over
time than pumps that are constantly running.
This animated video explains more of the
value and benefits of choosing smart pumps
over outdated models.

Easy-to-read energy ratings allow operators and managers to compare efficiency of thousands
of products on the market.
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In January, the pump industry saw a large
shift toward greater efficiency as new rules
for clean water pumps from the U.S. Department of Energy took effect. That shift will
continue across all business sectors as both
industry and regulators seek ways to cut
energy use for the health of the planet
and to curb the effects of climate change.
Investing in a smart pump system now will
prepare any organization for that transition
and set them up for a more efficient future.

SUMMER/FALL 2020

TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHT

Building O&M Best Practices During COVID-19 Pandemic
Over the past several months we have been engaging in conversations about best practices in maintaining buildings during the COVID-19
pandemic. We would like to open a discussion by sharing some of the helpful tips and resources we have compiled with the help of the
BOC Certification Advisory Commission, and we want to hear from you. What other tips and resources have you found helpful? What
solutions have you found to building operations and maintenance issues during the pandemic? Please send us your tips, resources,
and stories and we will add to the list!
The following are recommended steps
building operators can take to prepare
buildings for re-entry during the COVID-19
pandemic. Please note this is not a comprehensive list.
• Preventive maintenance still needs
to be completed.
• Rethink how your janitorial cleaning
should be changed.
• Clean all evaporator coils and apply
recommended product.
• Slowly rotate your mechanical
equipment for off/on schedule.
• Most systems have likely been
stressed due to low load conditions
and will need to be serviced.
• Flush your building or purge the air
on a regular schedule.
• Increase outdoor air intake if possible,
follow regional guidelines and recommendations.
• Check all P traps, most have probably
lost their seal.
• Check your roof drains and roof for
any damage.
• Schedule appointments with your
vendors, and practice social distancing
recommendations.

Helpful facility-related COVID-19 resources:
CDC ON LEGIONELLA:

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/building-water-system.html

EPA ON SYSTEM FLUSHING:

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-09/documents/flushing_best_
practices_factsheet_508.pdf

ASHRAE ON LEGIONELLA:

https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/bookstore/ansi-ashrae-standard188-2018-legionellosis-risk-management-for-building-water-systems

ASHRAE ON HVAC DISINFECTION AND FILTRATION:

https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/filtration-disinfection

IFMA on facility planning, strategic framework:

http://community.ifma.org/knowledge_library/m/free_fm_content/1058168

TAYLOR ENGINEERING COVID-19 WHITE PAPER:

https://taylorengineers.com/taylor-engineering-covid-19-whitepaper

For guidance on COVID-19 disinfectants,
please consult the list of recommend
EPA-registered disinfectants:
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sarscov-2-covid-19 and follow the instructions
on the label to ensure safe and effective use
of the product. Many products recommend:
• Keeping surface wet for a period of
time (see product label).
• Precautions such as wearing gloves
and making sure you have good
ventilation during use of the product.
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BOC TRAINING, ANNOUNCEMENTS & CONTINUING EDUCATION
Technical Webinars

BOC offers live instructional webinars
throughout the year to keep you informed
on the dynamic field of facilities management. Learn practical solutions to deal with
the energy hogs in your building from industry experts. The 2020 webinars focus on the
topic of smart buildings and how evolving
technologies and best practices integrate
with the role of the building operator.
For the BOC graduate, successful completion of the webinar and accompanying quiz
provides 1.5 points towards maintaining your
BOC Certification and .15 IACET CEU’s towards the renewal of industry certifications,
certificates and licenses including but not
limited to AIA, PE, LEED, IFMA, ASHRAE,
and AEE.

BOC Technical Webinar
2020 Schedule
• September 23, 2020

Financing Energy Efficiency Projects

• October 21, 2020

Technical Aspects of Renewables
and Battery Storage

Live webinars are held from 2pm to
3pm EST and once held are available
online at our webinar library. Check
out the BOC web site for details.
And remember, BOC graduates
who maintain their credential receive
a 20% discount on the BOC
webinar series. For more information
please visit: https://www.theboc.info/
continuing-education/webinars/

BOC Informational
Webcasts
THURSDAY,
AUGUST 20, 2020

8:30AM PST/11:30AM EST

Learn more about the BOC program,
credential structure and how the
program can benefit your career and
organization. Register here:
www.theboc.info

Exam Preparation
Webinars
The BOC program offers a variety of resources
to help you prepare for the Certification
Exam and achieve the designation of Certified Building Operator. Visit our website for
the full complement of resources, including
resource guides, a test taking tips webcast,
and information on purchasing updated
class materials. We also offer a series of four
recorded webinars to help you prepare for
the BOC Certification Exam. Each session
focuses on a critical work function from
the exam blueprint.
These are the four webinars, the price is
$59 for a single webinar and $199 for
the series of 4.
• Maintain Energy Using Building
Systems, Equipment & Envelope to
Minimize Energy Use. Overview of
materials related to performing preventive & predictive maintenance; troubleshooting system & equipment problems
& performing diagnostic testing; documenting equipment maintenance.
• Operate Energy Using Systems
for High Performance. Learn more
about what the exam covers related to
equipment settings & system control
points; measuring & monitoring energy
performance; and sustaining energy
performance.
• Perform Technical and Administrative
Duties. Brush up on what you will need
to know about maintaining records &
reports, communicating with management, co-workers and occupants, and
understanding building codes.
• Maintain Indoor Environmental
Quality to Standards. This session will
review information related to: measuring
and monitoring IEQ parameters;
IEQ issues; and developing and
implementing an IEQ plan.

Exam Prep Bundle
We also offer an Exam Prep
Bundle that includes the 4
webinars, 7 handbooks and
8 practice tests for $399.
For more resources please
go to: https://www.theboc.info/

certifications/exam/preparing-forexam/
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It’s Never Too Late
Though the deadline (extended
to June 30, 2020 due to
COVID-19) has passed for
submitting your maintenance
application, you can still bring
your credential up to date.
If you are interested in renewing
your credential but were not
able to complete the application requirements by June 30th,
please contact our Maintenance
Specialist, Amy Price at
407-256-2757 or email her at
boc.creds@gmail.com. She will
provide you with all the information necessary for renewing your
credential at this time.

Maintaining Your
BOC Credential

The continuing education of building
operators improves their ability to cope
with changing technologies, equipment,
and practices. To keep your BOC credential
current, a building operator must accumulate maintenance points. Five (5) points per
year are required for Level I, and 10 points
per year for Level II.
Maintaining these hard earned credentials
demonstrates your commitment to the
profession. Over 75 percent of employers
interviewed see BOC training as a positive
factor when reviewing resumes. BOC
graduates believe their credential confers
credibility. Over 90 percent believe it
improves job performance.

Lean More About Maintaining
BOC Credentials:
• Maintenance Process & Fees
• Maintaining Certification
Frequently Asked Questions
• Activities and Points Earned
Chart
• Maintenance Points Tracking
Form (PDF)

SUMMER/FALL 2020

BOC TRAINING, ANNOUNCEMENTS & CONTINUING EDUCATION
Conferences and
Symposiums

OCTOBER 2020

Conferences and Symposiums are a great
way to get exposure to new technologies
and techniques in facilities management, as
well as an opportunity to network with your
peers. Attendance at a trade show earns you
one point toward maintenance of the BOC
credential. Attending educational sessions
as part of a conference earns one maintenance point per hour of educational time as
well! Here are some 2020 opportunities.

October 7-8, 2020
Arlington, TX

–– Virtual ––
NORTH TEXAS FACILITIES EXPO
MORE INFO: fent.facilitiesexpo.com

August 17-21, 2020
Pacific Grove, CA

MORE INFO: aceee.org/events

–– Virtual ––
US GREEN BUILD COUNCIL
(USGBC) CONFERENCE
November 10-12, 2020
San Diego, CA

MORE INFO: www.greenbuildexpo.com

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
FACILITIES EXPO

November 18th & 19th, 2020
Santa Clara, CA

AUGUST 2020
–– Virtual ––
AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR AN
ENERGY EFFICIENT ECONOMY
(ACEEE) SUMMER STUDY

NOVEMBER 2020

MORE INFO: fenc.facilitiesexpo.com

DECEMBER 2020

Arlington, TX

GRIDFW

–– Virtual ––

October 13-14, 2020
Seattle, WA

IFMA WORLD WORKPLACE
CONFERENCE & EXPO
Sept. 30 – Oct. 2, 2020
Chicago, IL

MORE INFO: worldworkplace.ifma.org

MORE INFO: gridfwd.com

–– Virtual ––
WSSHE FALL CONFERENCE
October 20-23, 2020
Spokane, WA
MORE INFO: wsshe.org

Pacific Grove, CA

SEPTEMBER 2020
OREGON SOCIETY FOR HEALTHCARE ENGINEERING (OSHE)
CONFERENCE

–– Virtual ––
MAINE IAQ & ENERGY
CONFERENCE
October 27-29, 2020
Portland, ME

MORE INFO: www.iaqandenergy.com

September 23-25, 2020
Gleneden Beach, OR

YOUR BUILDING
CAN WORK
REMOTELY TOO

MORE INFO: https://oshe.us/

Portland, ME

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
FACILITIES EXPO*
Gleneden, OR

October 28-29, 2020
Anaheim, CA

MORE INFO: fesc.facilitiesexpo.com

For a complete list of FM tradeshows around the country, visit the
BOC website at www.theBOC.info and go to the Continuing Education
tab and click on Tradeshows.
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Building Automation System
upgrades, Connected Thermostats,
and Networked Lighting Controls
can help you optimize energy
consumption and monitor building
systems from anywhere.
To learn more, visit our website at
energysolutions.seattle.gov/boc,
or contact us at (206) 684-3800.

SUMMER/FALL 2020

BOC TRAINING, ANNOUNCEMENTS & CONTINUING EDUCATION
We Bring You
The Power to Succeed

Remote Learning Calendar and Library

The Smart Buildings Center (SBC) is excited to announce the launch of our new Remote
Learning Calendar and Library. We are all adjusting to telecommuting and missing in person
training and networking events, all the while still seeking to stay plugged into the latest in
energy industry training and trends. Along with the initiative sponsor, Puget Sound Energy,
we wanted to address this need by providing access to a clearinghouse for remote education
and training opportunities. The calendar and resources are curated for commercial energy
managers, trade allies, facility managers, and those with a general interest in energy efficiency
and smart buildings technologies and provide details and links to upcoming live and previously recorded remote learning events covering a wide range of topics including:

We have incentives for your

• Energy efficiency

Energy Efficiency
Projects:

• Building operations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lighting & Lighting Controls
Connected Thermostats
Advanced RTU Controls
Building Control Systems
HVAC Equipment
Variable Speed Drives
Compressed Air Equipment
Pumps & Fans
Chillers, Cooling Towers &
Process Cooling
• Generator Engine Block
Heaters

• Demand response
• Benchmarking

• Building tune-ups
• Smart buildings
technologies
• Grid-enabled
buildings

To submit upcoming
or previously recorded
events for inclusion on
the calendar or in the
library, please use the
links below. We hope
you will find this to be a
valuable resource that
increases awareness of
and access to industry
remote learning events.
Submit calendar event

snopud.com/businessincentives

Sponsored by PSE

Submit recording

425.783.1700 (M-F, 8a-5p)

Another Benefit for BOC
Credentialed Operators

A special thank you to Puget Sound Energy
for supporting the development of the
Remote Learning Calendar and Library.

BOC graduates who maintain their credential
receive a 20% DISCOUNT on the BOC
webinar series. Check out the webinar
schedule and library at:
http://www.theboc.info/continuing-education/webinars/

Are you a Current Credential Holder
WIN FREE STUFF!

Twice a year, current credential-holders may enter a
drawing to win merchandise such as BOC gear from
our Shop, diagnostic tools, or reference manuals.
Our next drawing for a Watt Stopper Isolé IDP-3050-A
power strip, which turns plug load devices on and off
based on occupancy as well as a $10 Starbucks gift card is
September 16, 2020. Congratulations to the winner of our
April 2020 drawing: Lance Mangum, State of Idaho.

Enter to win here:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/9J768PT

BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION NEWSLETTER
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ANNOUNCEMENT, BOC FEATURE & TECH QUIZ
WATER CONSERVATION (Continued from page 2)

doing an audit. While this site is mostly
for homes, it will still give you some great
information. https://www.epa.gov/wa-

tersense/sprinkler-spruce-up

SBC Announces Virtual Smart Buildings Week
Due to the uncertainty surrounding holding
large events during the COVID-19 pandemic
and with the health, safety, and well-being
of attendees as our top priority, the Smart
Buildings Center is postponing the in-person
Smart Buildings Exchange (SBX) Conference
& Tradeshow until August 24th & 25th, 2021.
The event will remain at the Bell Harbor
Conference Center in downtown Seattle,
and any tickets purchased for the 2020 dates
will be honored for the 2021 dates or may be
refunded. A special thank you to SBX event
sponsors, Advisory Committee members,
and session speakers for your understanding
and flexibility as we make this shift. Although
we are disappointed we are unable to
hold the in-person event this year, we look
forward to convening the industry in the
summer of 2021 to cover the robust agenda
topics we have developed while also enjoying outdoor socializing and networking.

In place of this year’s planned in-person
event, we are hosting a free Virtual Smart
Buildings Week September 14th-18th, 2020.
Each day during the lunch hour, a virtual
session crafted from key topics and speaker
commitments from our planned in-person
event will feature a lively and interactive
panel discussion on the following smart
buildings-focused topics: Using Data and
Analytics to Improve Performance, Grid
Enabled (and Efficient) Buildings, Achieving Persistent Operational Performance,
and Creating Intelligent Spaces.
These one-hour sessions each qualify for
1 Building Operator Certification (BOC)
credential maintenance point and 0.10
IACET CEUs towards the renewal of
industry certifications, certificates and
licenses including but not limited to
AIA, PE, LEED, IFMA, ASHRAE, and AEE.

Register Now!

What other opportunities are around your
building? Do you have outdoor water
features, and if so, can you reduce their
operating hours, especially during the
hottest part of the day when the most water
is lost to evaporation? What about indoor
opportunities? Take a walk through your
building and collect some information. You
could start in the bathroom. How many
gallons per flush do the toilets use? Do you
have urinals and what is their water consumption? What kind of faucet do you have
on the sinks? Does it run constantly or is it
a model that shuts off quickly? Are there
shower facilities? If so, what is the showerhead rating? Is there laundry equipment?
How many gallons are used per wash?
As you can see there are lots of ways to
look for water efficiency and conservation
in your buildings. We often just take water
for granted and do not really think about it,
but this area can be a savings opportunity,
not only in terms of water use, but also in
energy consumption and equipment life.
Ask about getting some historical information on the water use for a building and
then look for ways to conserve, find leaks,
update fixtures, and see what kinds of savings can be had. Even a drip can add up!

https://drinktap.org/water-info/water-conservation/drip-calculator

Thank you to our event sponsors!

TAKE THE QUIZ!
You can earn 1.0 maintenance point
towards your BOC credential renewal
by taking a quiz on the material in this
Feature Article (page 1) at:
https://www.theboc.info/quiz-outdoor/
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BOC CONTACT & SPONSORS
CONTACT US
WEBSITE:
www.theBOC.info

BOC PHONE:
1-877-850-4793

BOC FAX:
206-292-4125

EMAIL:
BOCinfo@theBOC.info

FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/thebocprogram

BOC, PROUD MEMBER OF
CHANGE FOR THE

BETTER WITH

ENERGY STAR

BOC PARTNERS

Partners in the BOC program include: Canadian Institute for Training, Greenville Technical College, Gwinnett Technical College, Intermountain
Building Operators Association, Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, National Sustainable Structures Center at Pennsylvania College of Technology,
Northwest Water & Energy Education Institute, Northwest Energy Efficiency Council, Santa Fe Community College, South Carolina Community
College System BOC Consortium, South-Central Partnership for Energy Efficiency as a Resource, Southwest Energy Efficiency Alliance,
S&W Enterprises, LLC, University of Hawaii – Maui College, and University of Hawaii – Manoa.

THANK YOU TO THESE SPONSORS OF THE BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION ACROSS THE COUNTRY:
FOUNDING SPONSOR

Ameren Illinois • Ameren Missouri • Ameren Missouri • Avista Utilities • Baltimore Gas & Electric (BGE) • Cape Light Compact •
Cedar Falls Utilities • Centerpoint • Clark County PUD • Columbia Water & Light • Commonwealth Edison • Consumers Energy •
Cowlitz County PUD • Delmarva Power • DTE Energy • Duke Energy • Efficiency Maine • Efficiency Vermont • Energy Trust of Oregon
Eversource NH • Focus on Energy, in partnership with participating Wisconsin utilities • Hoosier Energy • Idaho Power • Kansas City
Power & Light • Kentucky Energy and Environment Cabinet • Lansing Board of Water & Light • Liberty • Michigan Department of
Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy • Minnesota Dept of Commerce • Minnesota Energy Resources • Minnesota Power • Missouri
Department of Natural Resources, Division of Energy • Missouri River Energy Services • National Grid • Nebraska Energy Office •
New Hampshire Electric Coop • Nicor Gas • NIPSCO • North Shore Gas • Northwest Energy Efficiancy Alliance • NorthWestern
Energy • Pacific Gas & Electric Company • Peoples Gas • PEPCO • Puget Sound Energy • Rocky Mountain Power • San Diego Gas
& Electric • Seattle City Light • Snohomish County PUD • Southern California Edison • Southern California Gas • Southern Minnesota
Municipal Power Agency • Spire Energy • Tacoma Power • Unitil • US Dept of Energy, Federal Energy Management Program • Vectren •
Wabash Valley Power Association • Washington State Dept of Enterprise Services • Westar Energy • Wisconsin Focus on Energy •
Xcel Energy
Graphic Design: ThomHarrisDesign.com
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